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This deliverable is part of WP4. Overall WP4 is motivated by the need for automatic systems 
that can ease the task of annotating massive amounts of traffic data. Concretely this deliverable 
is related to WP4.2 - the watchdog system. The idea with the watchdog is to develop a system 
that can remove huge chunks of video data where no events/interactions of interest are occurring 
and hence let a user focus on manually annotation of only the interesting stuff.  
We have named the watchdog system RUBA (Road User Behavior Analysis) and this name it 
used throughout this report. Since this report has a practical focus, we not only describe the 
algorithms behind the system, but also focus on how RUBA is used. 
 
In short, RUBA is a software program for computer-based analysis of traffic videos. The program 
can be used on Windows computers. 
 
RUBA allows the user to draw fields (detectors) on the video image by using a simple click-
based drawing tool. The sensitivity of the detector, regarding movement in the image, is adjusted 
by different parameters in the program. Figure 1 shows an example of how traffic analysis can be 
conducted in RUBA.  
 
Figure 1 | Analysis in RUBA 
 	
2 Starting the software 
RUBA is a portable application which means the software will run without being installed. The 
program is opened by clicking the file “RUBA.exe”. 
 
Figure 2 | RUBA opens directly without installing anything 
Upon opening RUBA the following user interface will be shown (Figure 3). 
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9. Interaction modules. Combines the analysis modules (7) into interactions by means of 
time gaps between detections in the modules. Can be used to detect interactions between 
right turning vehicles vs. straight going cyclists as well as left turning vehicles vs. 
straight going cyclists [Ctrl+6]. Developed specifically for the project “Intersection 
Solutions for Cyclists”. (Madsen et al., 2014) 
10. Annotate Ground Truth. Opens a “ground truth annotator”-panel which can be used to 
manually detect activity. These detections can be used to calibrate detectors.  
11. Start/pause analysis [space]. 
12. Jump to a specific frame in the video. 
13. Date and time for the video. 
14. Navigate through the video. Use these four buttons to respectively jump five frames 
previous [A], one frame previous [S], one frame forward [D] and five frames forward [F]. 
15. Adjust video speed. When the slider is placed to the far left the video is paused. When the 
slider is placed to the far right the video is sped to the maximum. 
16. Imported videos. The video that is currently played is marked with a “pause” symbol. 
17. Respectively add videos [ctrl+insert], delete imported videos [ctrl+del], change the order 
of the videos [ctrl+arrow up] and [ctrl+arrow down]. The button to the far right contains 
properties for the video (start/end time, frame rate, file name and resolution).  
18. Inserted/created detectors. 
19. Support tools for creating and calibrating of detectors. Consist – among others – of 
histograms for the detectors, overlay fields to mark the position of the detectors, and 
information about activity in the detectors. 
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up for those vectors that are higher than a predefined value of the speed of the object. Vectors 
below this value are omitted. 
 
Figure 6 | The flow detector (red). The flow detector detects activity (movement) in a specific direction 
through the detector 
The stationary detector detects if an object is idling or moves very slowly through a specific area 
of the video by means of a combination of the edge and flow detectors. To detect an object (a 
road user) the edge detector must be triggered, while the flow detector must not be triggered. 
This indicates that an object is present in the area but is moving very slowly or not moving at all. 
 
Figure 7 | The stationary detector (green). The stationary detector detects if something is idling or moves 
slowly through the area covered by the detector 
Examples of the application of the three detector types are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 | Applications of the detectors 
Edge  Flow  Stationary 
Simple  analysis  and  traffic 
counts. 
Traffic counts in sections. 
NB!  The  highest  accuracy  is 
obtained  if  the  traffic 
streams are separated. 
Analysis and traffic counts  in 
areas  shared  by  road  users 
from  different  directions 
(e.g. in intersections). 






4.2 Detector modules 
The three detectors can be combined in detector modules. The modules manage ”logic” between 
two or more detectors including combinations and mutual dependence between the detectors. 
Furthermore, the modules define when a detector takes on one of three states:  
1) Activated  
When a detector is activated, movement in the field can be registered. 
2) Triggered  
The detector has registered activity of the right type (e.g. the right direction) and in an 
extent that indicates that the movement comes from a road user (and not just noise in the 
image). 
3) Flagged (results in the detection of an event)  
When the detector has been triggered for a number of consecutive frames, an event is 
registered and saved in a log file. 
RUBA consists of a single module (one detector) and a double module (two detectors). 
Furthermore, specific modules for left and right turning vehicles and straight going cyclists has 
been developed. 
4.2.1 Single 
Consists of one optional detector (edge/flow/stationary), see Figure 8. An event is saved in a log 
file when the criteria are met according to the specifications of the detector in question. 
 
Figure 8 |The single module lets the user create one detector of one’s own choice per module 
4.2.2 Double 
Consists of two optional detectors (edge/flow/stationary), see Figure 9. An event is detected and 
saved in the log file when both detectors have been triggered within a specific time distance 
defined by the user. 
 









































Figure  15  |  Example  of  the  design  of 
detectors  in  the  module  for  straight  going 




Figure  16  |  Example  of  the  design  of 
detectors  in  the  module  for  right  turning 
vehicles.  The  module  consists  of  two  edge 






Figure  17  |  Example  of  the  design  of 
detectors  in  the  module  for  left  turning 





5 Analysis in RUBA 
The procedure when conducting an analysis in RUBA is as follows: 
1. Import video(s) 
2. Create module(s) for the analysis 
3. Calibrate parameters to ensure that the right movements/road users are registered 
4. Run the analysis 
5.1 Import of videos 
RUBA works with videos independent of the resolution and frame rate. RUBA remembers the 
settings from the last time it was used and therefore these settings must be checked every time 
videos with different names or frame rates are used. 
Setting up the video can be done by clicking the tab “File” and selecting “Settings”. In the 
“Settings”-window choose “Video”: 
1. Playback speed: Used to decide the speed of which the video will be analysed. The speed 
can be altered later on. 
2. Frame rate: Used to define the frame rate. The value should match the frame rate of 
which the video is recorded. It is possible to let RUBA auto-detect the frame rate. 
3. Date and time: Used to define the date and time of which the video is recorded. This can 
be set in a way that fits the file name, so that the information can be imported 
automatically. The format is chosen as either “MM-dd-HH” (month-day-hour), 
“yyyyMMdd-HH” (year month day-hour), “yyyy-MMdd-HH” (year month day-hour), 
“yyyyMMdd-HH-mm-ss” (year month day-hour-minute-second) and “user defined”, in 
which the date and time is specified manually every time the video is played from the 
beginning. If the first format is chosen (MM-dd-HH) the year must be specified 
manually. 
4. Resolution: Used to create a warning if the imported video is recorded at a low 
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After the desired detector have been chosen a new window opens. This window contains the 
settings of the detector and lets the user draw the detector (Figure 21).Via ”Configure detectors” 
the detector is chosen, after which drawing tools to create the detector and a number of detector 
settings appears (Figure 22). The settings depend on the chosen detector type. 
 
Figure 21 | Creation of detectors 
To draw the outline of the detector, click on the pencil. The detector is drawn by clicking in the 
image. Straight lines are created between the points. The latest point can be deleted by right 
clicking. 
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The histogram of a stationary detector differs from the 
histograms of the edge and flow detectors, see Figure 26. When 




Figure 26 | Histogram of a stationary detector. The detector consists of a 
combination of the edge and flow detectors. When an object is present in 
the area of the detector (shown with a bright blue colour), which are 
moving sufficiently slow (shown with a bright red colour), the object is 
registered. Bright colours are only shown if both criteria are met. 
Otherwise, the activity is shown with pastels and no objects (i.e. road 
users) will be logged 
The software offers different parameters to adjust the sensitivity of the detectors. Table 2 gives 
an overview of the parameters that can be used to adjust each detector. In the following the 
function of each parameter is described. 
As a main rule, only the trigger threshold should be adjusted – including flow range and 
minimum speed for the flow detector, and minimum speed and max vector count for the 
stationary detector – but other advanced parameters may be adjusted as well if necessary. 
Table 2 | Adjustable parameters in the detector modules. E = edge detector, F = flow detector, S = stationary 
detector 







action Edge  Flow  Stationary  Edge  Flow  Stationary 
Trigger threshold  x  x  x  x  x  x  E, F, S  E, F  E, F   
Low hysteresis threshold  x    x  x    x  E, S  E  E   
High hysteresis threshold  x    x  x    x  E, S  E  E   
Subtraction threshold  x    x  x    x  E, S  E  E   
Force  background  update 
(ms) 
x    x  x    x  E, S  E  E   
Active duration              E, F, S  E, F  E, F   
When active, disable other 
detectors for 
            F  F     
Minimum speed    x  x    x  x  F, S  F  F   
Flow range    x      x    F  F  F   
Max vector count      x      x  S       
Disable all detectors after              x  x  x   
Delete events smaller than  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x   
Collate events within  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x   
Max triggered duration  x  x  x  x  x  x      x   
Minimum delay        x  x  x         
Maximum delay        x  x  x         
Car before cyclist time gap                    x 
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Table 3 | Contents in the log files. The files ”Analytics” are created when marking ”Log every event” in the 
settings/drawing window of the detector, while ”Counts” will be created when marking ”Log sum of events”. 




Interactions  SingleModule  DoubleModule  All 
File  x  x  x  x  x  File name of the video 
Date  x  x  x  x  x  Date for video recording 
IsTriggeredTime  x         







x    x  x   
Time  stamp  for  arrival  to  the 





x    x  x   
Time  stamp  for  when  the 
detector has been  left  (i.e.  is 
empty again) 
Timegap 1‐2        x   
Time  difference  between  an 





      x   
Time  from one  object  arrives 
to  detector  X  (trigger  the 
detector) to the road user has 
left the detector 
FirstTriggered        x   
Which  of  the  two  detectors 
was triggered first? 
Timestamp    x       
Time  stamp  for  the  first  road 
user’s  arrival  to  the  conflict 
area 
TimeGapInMsec    x       
Time  gap  from  the  first  road 
user has  left  the conflict area 
until  the  second  road  user 
arrives to the conflict area 




InteractionType    x       
Type of interaction  
(312  =  right  turning  car 
involved,  410  =  left  turning 
car involved) 
TimeStart          x 
Time  for  the beginning of  the 
time interval 
TimeEnd          x 
Time  for  the end of  the  time 
interval  
Object          x 
Number  of  objects  that  have 
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